
ABOUT US

Soldiers in Tech is a program to help veterans  

transition to civilian life using technology to open a  

new chapter in their lives.

Soldiers in Tech, a new program Ontario Labour Minister  

Monte McNaughton, Lighthouse Labs and Roland Gossage

Foundation launched, will retrain veterans in the GTA for  

jobs in the IT and technology sector. Cohorts for the 12  

week bootcamp programs start August 17, 2020,  

September 14, 2020, October 26, 2020, November 23,  

2020 & January 4th, 2021.

High level goals

Help Canadian Veterans and their Families.

Build Awareness of the amazing asset we  

have in our Veterans.

Assist the Private Sector to find and 

retain top Tech Talent

Have veterans understand the  

opportunities in technology and help  

them find a path into this prosperous  

sector of the workforce.

Contribute to Ontario’s Prosperity

We are here 

for you

Full Ride Scholarship

Program Overview

The goal of our Web Development Bootcamp is to transform you into a professional web 

developer. You’ll come to understand coding logic using popular languages and frameworks 

like JavaScript & Ruby on Rails, while learning how to think like a programmer by building 

software from the ground up. Our web development bootcamp will provide you with 

mentorship, data-driven curriculum, and a top notch learning environment that will launch you 

into your first Junior Web Developer role. 

The Foundation has chosen to partner with Lighthouse Labs as a leading training provider.  

Established in 2013, Lighthouse Labs is a registered private career college with specialized  

training programs to train and up skill people who are interested in a career in the tech industry.  

They provide participants with the skills, industry knowledge and resources needed to find,  

secure and be successful in their first job in tech in Canada.

What you will learn

The Roland Gossage Foundation is driven by a single goal;  

to do our part in making military and their families lives

better. We strive to build productive programs and make a  

positive impact with all of our pursuits. Programming and

community engagement are at the core of our strategy. We  

invest heavily in supporting the development of integrated

solutions and delivering reliable tools to those who need  

them most.

JavaScript is the universal  

programming language of the web.  

You’ll gain firsthand experience with  

Javascript and Node ecosystems, as  

well as modern tooling and libraries  

such as Babel and webpack.

JavaScript & Node.js

Relational and document 

databases are two of the prevailing 

paradigms used today. We’ll teach 

you to be comfortable with SQL, 

object-stores, and properly model 

a database.

Databases & Data Modeling

HTML and CSS are the building  

blocks of the modern web. You’ll  

learn to create gorgeous responsive  

UIs for web apps, not only with  

HTML5 and CSS3 but also modern  

front-end tools like Babel and  

Webpack.

HTML, CSS, and More

Understanding how software  

components should be organized is  

an essential skill for career growth as  

a developer. You’ll learn software  

architecture by studying  

programming practices, from good  

database modeling to abstraction  

and well-encapsulated code, as well  

as modular design.

Software Architecture

In a short span of time, React JS has  

become one of the most used  

JavaScript frameworks. While  

building a single page application,  

you’ll learn a new way to think about  

structuring your user interface by  

using components, one way data  

flow and the Virtual DOM.

React JS

This dynamic duo of language &  

framework is one of the most widely  

used and polished modern  

technologies for web development.  

You will gain familiarity with Rails  

core concepts, like the MVC design  

pattern, and how to communicate  

with databases to persist data.

Ruby on Rails

Testing code manually can be  

tedious. Capable developers are  

expected to include automated  

tests along with the code that they  

write. We'll teach you methodologies  

and best practices such as Test  

Driven Development along with  

tools such as Mocha, Chai, Selenium  

and RSpec.

Automated Testing

Computer science concepts like  

data transformation and algorithms  

help developers understand the  

theory of how computers and  

programs work. You’ll establish a  

solid foundation, giving you a  

stronger advantage in your technical  

interviews and career growth.

Computer Science Fundamentals

A day in the life

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM:

Morning Self-Study

This is your time to settle in, practice some  

coding exercises, and get ready for the day  

before morning lecture starts promptly at  

10am.

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM:

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM:

Interactive morning lecture

This is your time to settle in, practice some  

coding exercises, and get ready for the day  

before morning lecture starts promptly at  

10am.

Code & work on projects

This is when you get your hands dirty. You’ll  

be coding for the majority of the day to  

complete your assignments and projects. If  

you get stuck, just holler and our mentors  

will come running.

12:00 PM - 5:00 PM:

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM:

Take a break

This is your chance to stretch your legs,  

breathe fresh air, and grab some food  

before your evening coding sprint.

Code & work on projects

Evening mentors are available as you 

continue working on the day’s challenges 

and prepare for the following day. Don’t 

worry, you’ll have 24/7 access to our 

campus.

6:00 PM - 9:00 PM

At the end of training, 

participants will:

Be qualified as a full stack developer

Be knowledgeable about the tech

and start-up industry in the GTA

Have established a network of industry professionals through

mentoring during technical training as well as employment

matching activities

Have increased confidence to be successful in industry

To find out more information, 

visit our website:

https://www.rolandgossagefoundation.com/soldiersintech

This Project is funded in part by the Government of Canada and the Government of Ontario


